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Dedicated to empowering women to
share their stories while networking
and uplifting one another.
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MY STORY. YOUR STORY. OUR STORY

Introduction
First Edition
There comes a time in every woman’s life when she

I champion our voice to create a spiritual guide for

reaches a crossroads, where she must make a

women seeking inspiration, truth, honesty and

decision that will impact her for eternity. Throughout

support as we continue to heal and thrive together. I

my life, I have faced many challenges and hurdled

hope those who read these poems and life stories

life’s obstacles. Yet, I have survived and thrived. My

will understand the lesson at the heart of them all. It

poetry has been my salvation, my empowerment - a

is simply this: Each of us has our own stories to write

therapeutic, resilient tool. The volume of poetry you

and our own lives to lead. We should do so with

are reading is a small collection of this work.

confidence and strength.

In this way, this is my story.

In so doing, we can set the universe

While my story is truly my own, it is not unique. Every

ablaze with HERStory.

woman has a life that is both personal to her and
emblematic of a common purpose that ties us one
Jackie Sue Griffin

to another. It is our unique bond: our growth, our
pain, our ways of finding a zest for life during the
good times and bad. It is our transformational
growth as women that defines us.

We want to hear your story. How have you thrived and
survived through grief, loss and trauma? Your story is

In this way, the words on these

my story. Help us empower other women by sharing our
story.

HERStory.

pages comprise my story, your
story. Our story.

Submittals: JackieGriffin72@gmail.com

iron angel
Your words, your pain
can be heard in a cup,
staining like black coffee.
You seem to be steel,
but you are an onion.
Cornered by clouds,
you leave your mate planted,
looking up into your tissue eyes.
Physical pain blocked by tablets yellow, orange, red –
holding hands with your spine.
My iron angel, you passed through
a surgeon’s knife nine times to the back,
nine times to the spine, nine times
to the prolonging of life.
You were once a turtle,
trapped by your desire to live,
to carry on and raise your children.
All the years, the get-well cards
covered your wall,
your mattress cage.
Yes, but no, “because I said so,”
nothing could be explained.
The hours and loneliness remained
visible, as wing-dreams
kept you mid-air.
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Who Am I?

I am the mother of Devon.

I am fiercely independent.

I am flawed, yet beautiful.

Yet I want to understand how to share

I am fearless, yet scared.

our lives.

I am a child and I am a woman.

I accept you as you are – miraculously

I know how to work.

flawed and divinely inspired to create

Yet I have forgotten how to play

purpose and meaningful expressions

with reckless abandon.

in a world with sharp edges.

I am loving, kind and generous.

I would like to walk beside you.

Yet I need boundaries.

You are my split-self. My difference.

For, I remain too open

My completeness. My life balance.

like a revolving door

My forever love.

or a cracked and splintered window.
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Clove cigarettes call for conversation.
They make you think someone who
smokes perfume would utter wisdom.
You opened your mouth and chatted
absurd, shallow nothings.
You are a mina bird without a soul.
I did not mean to make you keep the
discussion going.

RUOY

LILITH NOTES:
JULY 30, 1997

You have a choice. If you close your

YROTS

lips, silence will follow.
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NOTE TO SELF
When you write me, please speak of tales
of today, tomorrow and ever after.
Describe persimmon trees, pecans and
pumpernickel smells, wrapped in salty
waves and crusty shores baking
in the sun.
You ask, "What shore?"
I respond, "It depends on where we land
and how often we delay our arrival."

Wildflowers along the roadside and

Your sickening stares as I try

into the valley speak.

desperately to sleep,

They smell fresh like freedom and

keep me dead awake.

open-air sprinkled amidst Alabama

Are you a bigger man now

skies.

or a belly-grubbing earthworm?

I want to be baptized and cleaned,

Elders and ghosts walk with me.

forgiven and forgotten.

Slithering sassafras and all your

I want to be tossed away,

ridiculous riddles.

washed in the Locust Fork River,

Are you all liquored up for battle?

left floating downstream,

Spewing hate-kissed slurs between

upstream, hurling screams.

banter with your split selves
Prepare for land mines and incoming

Did you bathe in my innocence?
Feel justified with your conquest?

missiles. Your victim graveyard.
Take cover. Duck.
Your words cut deep into the bone.

RECKLESS
ABANDON
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RELEASE
I feel your boot against my throat
and your ego pressing on my breast.
Still, I breathe.
Sit in silence as I release the pressure
between my thighs,
silky smooth and sweet.
I will not thank you for being cruel.
It does not inspire.
You did not make me stronger.
Your Death Star signal is lost in space.
I cannot hear you.
Radio home.
Find a new channel.
Your rage is not directed at me.
I refuse it.
Rebirth and bathe in milk and honey.
Find your way home,
or remain a lost child.
You are like a mixed-up Ferris wheel
that never stops torturing those you
claim to love.
Round and round spin your mind games.
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be Still
I reach inside to dwell awhile.
Leave me to linger with the
mulberry bush.
Brush my lips with peach fuzz.
Tickle me purple
or blue as an Alabama sky.
Oh starry night,
gently fall within my belly.
The moving sign stays
tucked away with the refuge,
with the used forks and knives.
Disposable memories trample
purpose and rosebuds and
nightingales.
Garbage bags lie scattered,
filled with mistakes.
Silent moonlit lakes surround me.
Listen as crickets harmonize
tomorrow and toads croak a new
daylight savings time.
No longer can you reach me.
Head and heart like driftwood
float near the lily pad anew.
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JUST SUPPOSE
for you to kiss me with raindrops.
Or honey-lick my seeds with your pollen.
Suppose you are a sunset
and I am a mountaintop.
Will you glide over my peak
or slide between my valleys?
Suppose you are a tree and I am a bird
nested in your branches.
Will you sway gently
as the wind touches you?
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Suppose I am a sunflower waiting

Or will you crack because
your limbs are so brittle?
Suppose you understand
my independence attached
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to my being like bark to a tree.
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WHAT IS BEYOND?
Beyond holds the luster and longevity
of foreverness,
the cradle for love and belonging.
Beyond is here with us now.
Dive deep within reach for it.
You can reach.
You can scream.
It will embrace you and us
It will transcend sorrow,
grief and emptiness.
Beyond blessed and sacred lands,
we are as we always were: alive.

Listen

Yes I hear you.
I listen strongly, with respect
and distance,
the spoken and the unspoken.
For there is nothing more lonely
or terrifying than feeling
unheard, sensing irrelevance and
isolation.
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Hark.
Listen to the sky.
A cool breeze,
a sunny ceiling
equal a lucky day.
I will listen to my soul
and hang upside down under an oak,
hair flowing like a mane toward the trunk.

EXPLORATION
I am mastering the lines of my body
with the tips of my fingers.
Release.
Let only love reside in you.
Be well.
A well so deep and perilous it
reaches
your radiant smile.
Your smile warms me
and engulfs me in your memory.
Be still.
I want to remember the parts
between
our moments of sheer ecstasy.
Be silent.
Your cry for help sounds
like a nightingale at dusk.
Believe.
We can fly and float above
and reach beyond the crows
and the common.
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The prodacarpus is becoming

Crooked and broken become

evergreen and everlasting, birthed

alluring and beautiful.

in the land of breathlessness.

You buried me alive,

I walk beneath the veil, ageless.

threw dirt into my mouth,

I am a rebel, reborn from the ruins

hoping I suffocate

and reckless abandonment.

and submit.

The space of breathlessness

Still, I rise to the moisture

defines the real and surreal,

of one gentle tear and

our lands of all time.

the finger-to-finger touch of creation.

Called to the naked bellyaching
farce, we define and realign.

THE RECKONING
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SUMMER'S END
tumble into the middle part of
the Earth, where the humming and
echoes repeat like a cadence
caught in the spiraling sea.
Greet me, oh misty morning dew.
Kiss me awake or let me lie still in
this blissful reckoning where fire
and metal meld and the air turns
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Make these ten lines before I

a serene gray.
For the veil has lifted and the ash
is still afloat, drifting aimlessly to
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the ground.
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FOREVER LINES
FOR A TEAR
When I am around you, I fall
endlessly as if time stood still.
Reach for me.
I’ll give you a place to land in the
arms the arms of forever.
Caught up in the upside down fills
the pillow where I rest my smile.
So many different colors have
unearthed a truth within.
Tonight the turnips lie in the field
and grow, soaking up the moisture
of an all-too-rare full-day rain.

life
transitions
The rugged, beaded macrame
eyes of an owl lie in a dark
closet ready to be hung,
waiting patiently for a visible
wall, a certain space where
the gaze from human eyes
breathes life.
The gaze of your fury rescinds
the fairy dust, leaving ashes
where jewels were once
buried beneath mushrooms
and tulip baths.
Pack your luggage and let’s
journey, traveling the
abandoned ever after, walking
sideways with twisted feet that
sometimes scream.
Oh the anguish as you behold
my eyes and withhold your
heart song.
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dig
I watch you speak in fear.
I catch my mind traveling to
Earth.
I want to burrow.
I want to burrow deeply
underneath.
Dig
Dig
Now stretch out.
I want to sleep.
Wait.
I am choking.
I cannot breathe.
I am trapped in your
mortal combat.
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Feast and
Fantasia

Your radishes taste like freedom

Creative masterpieces, yet to be

and the thyme sings on the tip of

titled, wait patiently for your

your savory fork.

command.

Dine with me on a blanket,

Sprinkle parsley atop my bare

unrolled at summer's end.

breasts and rise to lavender scents.

Lie with me on the Earth’s salty

Set our harvest aside water's edge,

edge, pruned with dust and

while you usher in a honeysuckle-

destiny, archived with purpose.

soaked sunset.
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OUTER SPACE,
INNER MIND
I am better left to the sky,
trusted to ride a star
or you in the twilight.
Outside I climb trees.
I giddy up and giddy down.
I let the roosters find our crown
and the hummingbird flutter
along the window pane.
Watch as the sunlight enters
and the moonlight leaves.
Orange blossoms and heavenly oils
catch me in my slumber and guide
my dreams as I fall into your arms.
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Hateful slurs align your head,
raised fists,
angry rants.
Your little fear place
is riddled with confused streets
and infected with smallpox.
I watch with horror as
we shrink from
the common core
and piss away grace.

FEAR
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Salvation

She spoke to me on the riverside

She guided me and hit knees to

and laid hands upon my heart.

ground as we praised with

She cradled me on the railroad

jubilee.

tracks and wiped away my shame.

She smiled at me and floated

She spoke to me on a

high with fairies all a-flutter.

moonscaped lane and struck a

She whispered near my ear,

beating chord.
She lifted me with her innocence
and frangipani smells.
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"Goodnight, remember who you are."

